We prove that 1jI,.I' the partial-wave projection of the irregular Coulomb wavefunction 1jI" is a solution of an inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation. New expressions for 1jI,.1 and 1jI, are obtained in terms of the Coulomb Green functions Go and Gr. respectively. We discuss irregular solutions. the analogs of 1jI,. for Coulomb-like and short-range potentials. We find that in general these functions do not approach asymptotically the scattering amplitude times an outgoing spherical wave. in contrast to the pure Coulomb function 1jI,.
INTRODUCTION
The physical three-dimensional Coulomb scattering wavefunction w' +) is customarily split up into an "incoming part" tPi and a "scattered part" tP,. Each (ii) asymptotically approaches the scattering amplitude times an outgoing spherical wave (possibly modified).
In this paper we shall discuss a large class of irregular solutions of the three-dimensional Schrodinger equation with a local potential. Their asymptotic behavior is easily obtained when the potential is spherically symmetric. In this case we are able to show that the condition (ii) is not satisfied in general. It seems that the pure Coulomb potential is a remarkable exception in this respect.
In Sec. 2 we shall prove that ¢s,/ is a solution of an "inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation," see Eq. (2.3). With the help of this result we deduce in Sec. 3 a new expression for ¢s,l' in terms of the Coulomb Green function G c • b Eq. (3. 1). In the second part of Sec. 3 we investigate the behavior of tPs,l(r) for r~, starting from different equivalent expressions. When I = 0 this function diverges like lnr, but for I> 0 it has a finite limit for r---+O CEq. (3.17) ].
Summation of the p.w. series with ¢s./leads in a natural way to an expression for tPik,r) in terms of the three-dimensional Coulomb-Green function Go Eq. (4.1). We define in Eq. (4.2) a class of irregular solutions tPw(k,r) of the threedimensional Schrodinger equation for a not necessarily spherically symmetric potential in analogy to tPs' and study these functions in Sec. 4. We also discuss here the connection with a line charge distribution on the positive z axis.
The most interesting feature of the Coulomb irregular solution ¢s is, as we said before, that it asymptotically approaches a Coulomb-modified outgoing spherical wave times the Coulomb scattering amplitude. In Sec. 5 we discuss the question whether such an irregular solution with a similar asymptotic behavior can be found for other potentials. We successively consider the Coulomb, Coulomb-like, and short-range potentials, first with the "Coulomb-choice" for w, i.e., w(r) proportional to e ikr , and afterwards for other functions w. We have not been able to find an irregular solution tPw with the desired property of giving the scattering amplitude, so it seems to be fortuitous that ¢s yields asymptotically the scattering amplitude. Therefore, although the regular physical wavefunction tP'+'(k,r) for any local potential can be expressed as the sum of two irregular solutions, tP' +' = ¢i + ¢s' this splitting seems to be useful only in the pure Coulomb case.
We shall work throughout in the coordinate representation and restrict ourselves to local potentials. As usual we take fz = 2m = 1, E = (k + iE)2 with E W, and we suppress the energy dependence of G, Go, and T. We will often use the subscript C to denote Coulomb quantities.
The p. w. "outgoing" physical scattering state is denoted by Ikl + >, cf. Eq. (I 1.13) of Taylor.' Its connection with Newton's tP~ +) and CPt follows from (1.1) and [Eq. (12.145) ''/,(k,r) , (1.3) '<kl-Ir) . (1.5) The Coulomb Jost solution is denoted by <r!klt >0 and for
0.6)
We shall suppress I when 1= O. In particular,
The subscript 0 to a bra or ket signifies V = 0, whereas for a function, e.g., in/~.o, it means I = O. The behavior of <rlkl + ) and <rlkl t) at r = 0 follows from
( 1.8) respectively. These equations are valid for Coulomb-like as well as for (nonsingular) short-range potentials.
For a local central potential VI.-r) is independent of I. Therefore, we shall occasionally suppress the subscript 1 here. Here V C is the Coulomb potential and/~.o is the complex conjugate of the Coulomb Jost function for 1 = 0 (e.g., Ref.
COULOMB FUNCTIONS SATISFYING AN INHOMOGENEOUS SCHROOINGER EQUATION
3),
/c,I=/C,l(k)=e 1TY !2T(/+ I)/T(l+ I +iy).
The function X, has been defined in Ref.
I by After some manipulations the equation to be proved reduces to
is a polynomial, so the proof of Eq. (2.6) is obtained in a straightforward way.
A NEW EXPRESSION FOR tPs,l
In this section we shall prove the equation
where
The left·hand side of(3.1) gives a new expression for t/Js,l' Further we shall investigate the behavior of t/J",(k,r) for r-O, see Eq. (3.17).
Note, however, that
is even not defined. This can be easily deduced from our discussion below [the integral S: in Eq. (3.8) would be divergent in this case], but it also follows from the equality GC,{VC.l = GO,lTC,l and the well-known fact that the half-
For the proof of Eq. (3.1) we use
where r < is the smaller one and r> the larger one of the pair r,r'. Such a representation of the Green function holds for any local central potential, as is well known.
A natural and direct way to prove Eq. (3.1) would consist of inserting (3.3) and using the known explicit expressions for the regular and irregular Coulomb wavefunctions, i.e.,
In order to prove Eq. (2.1), we substitute the following and
(3.4b)
However, it turns out that this approach is somewhat complicated. We have been able to prove Eq. (3.1) in this way only for I = 0 and for I = I. In order to show the complications arising here, we now briefly discuss the I = ° case. By using and
we obtain
The expression between the square brackets can be reduced by noting that the Wronskian Wfor the functions F,( -iy;l;z) and
In this way we get from Eq. (3.5),
o<r/k T>c which is just Eq. (3.1) for 1=0.
For I> I the above procedure is rather complicated.
Therefore, we resort to a different approach.
In the preceding section we have proved To this end we first observe that the quantity
Therefore, this quantity equals the sum of a particular solu- We shall prove that C 2 = ° and C, = i'CT, by establishing the behavior of the left-hand side for r~ 00 and for r~O, respectively.
Substitution of (3.3) in the left-hand side of Eq. (3.7) yields
We further use Eq. (1.4) for the Coulomb case,
It follows that for r~oo the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.8) is negligible. For the first term we find, for r~oo,
Clearly this implies that we have C2 = ° in Eq. (3.7).
In order to prove C, = iiO'" we consider the expressions in Eq. '/2e 1T Y/2(krt' 1/1,. , at r == 0 in an independent manner. We shall do this in two ways: (i) by starting from 1/I,(k,r), and (ii) by using an integral representation for 1/Is,/ which we have obtained previously. I These considerations give at the same time a more precise expression for 1/Is., at r = O.
First we note that Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4b) may be used for our purpose, but this approach is not simple for I> O. So let us start with 1/I,(k,r), a closed form for which has already been given in Eq. (2.4). By using
where C is Euler's constant and 1/1 the digamma function, we
(3.14)
The p.w. projection of 1/1, is given by
with x = k"r. We now use the equalities 
(3.16)
In this way we obtain, for r----+O, 
4" IRREGULAR SOLUTIONS IN THE GENERAL CASE
In the preceding section we have expressed 1/1,.1 in terms of the Coulomb Green function G c ." see Eq. (3.1). By summing the p.w. series for both sides of this equation we obtain
1/Is(k,r) = 1' >0 <r\Gclkr')Vc(r')<r'lk i)or'2dr'f~.oI(2i). (4.1)
In this section we shall discuss irregular solutions 1/Iw for a general potential V, not necessarily spherically symmetric. To this end we define, in close analogy to Eq. (4.1), (4.2) where G = (k 2 + .d -VYI and the function w is arbitrary to the extent that the above integral is well defined. For convenience we assume w to be continuously differentiable. By a formal application of G -I it is easily seen that 1/Iw satisfies
The Dirac delta function is defined by
where the domain of integration is the surface of the unit sphere.
We will show that 1/1 w in general has a logarithmic singu1arity in the forward direction (k = f). By inserting G = Go + Go VG in (4.2) one can show that this singularity in general comes from Go. So we replace G by Go in Eq. This expression gives the logarithmic singularity of the irregular solution tP", for a general local potential V. Now we will briefly discuss the singular behavior of tPw at r = 0. In this case we assume x=l= I. Since (z'-2xz+ 1)'I2~zforz-.oo we have
When w is constant we use
where r is the incomplete gamma function, and obtain from Eq. (4.6),
When w is proportional to e lkr [cf. Eq. (4.13)] we get exactly the same expression, (4.7).
We note that Eqs. If we now restrict ourselves to spherically symmetric potentials, tPw(k,r) is a function of k,r and k.r only. In this case it is possible to consider the p.w. projection of (4.2), tPw.l(k,r) = LX; <rIG,lr')w(r')dr '. (4.9) In order to deduce the behavior of tP W, ' at r = 0, we use Eq. (3.3) which is valid for any local central potential. Then Eq. (4.9) may be rewritten as
tP,d(k,r)=(-)" 1!1Tk[<r l kll) {<r'lkl+)W(r')dr'
By using Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) we obtain tPw,, (k,r) 
where ro is an unimportant constant. Therefore, We note that for the Coulomb case, G = Go tPw is just equal to the irregular Coulomb wave tPs given by Eq. (2.4) if we choose the function w as (4.13)
We conclude this section with a remark on the logarithmic singularity of tP w , given by Eq. (4.8). We see from Eq. (4.3) that the delta function singularity must be generated by the Laplace operator acting on In(kr -k.r), so Llln(kr -k.r)~41Tr-28(r,k).
(4.14)
It is interesting to note that one can verify that Eq. (4.14) holds with an equality sign.
In order to show this, let us take k along the positive zaxis as before. Then the right-hand side of(4.14) describes a uniform line charge density along the positive z-axis. In view of the symmetry in the problem it is natural to use cylindrical coordinates R,z,cp, where R ' = r' -Z2. Then we have
where e is the unit step function. Further,
The electrostatic potential for a uniform charge distribution on the positive z axis is just proportional to the logarithmic term discussed above. Poisson's equation reads in this case
(4.15)
This equation shows that (4.14) holds with an equality sign. So we see that the inhomogeneous term in Eq. (4.3) may be compared with a line charge distribution along the positive z axis with density w(r) or w(z).
ON THE CONNECTION WITH THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
The function tP, (k,r) [see Eq. (2.4)] is called the scattered part of the complete physical scattering wavefunction tP' + '(k,r) for the Coulomb potential because of its asymptotic behavior, which is given by [cf. Eq. (40) 
HerefC is the Coulomb scattering amplitude, tPlk,r) = L" <rIGclkr')Vdr')<r'lk l)or'2dr'f~,r/(2i), we see that this "scattered part" equals an integral involving the Green operator GcIt is interesting to investigate whether Eq. (4.1) can be generalized to other potentials. The problem is, how to find an irregular solution, such that its asymptotic behavior equals the scattering amplitude times a (possibly modified) outgoing spherical wave, just as in Eq. (5.1).
Let us first consider again the p. w. function ¢,.I for the pure Coulomb potential. Below we shall consider the generalization to Coulomb-like and other potentials. From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.8) we have, for 1'-+00, ¢,,1(k,r)~FTTk/~.o<rlkl 1)c f c<kl-I")
We split the integral in two parts, f~( + f~, where R is so large that the asymptotic behavior of c<kl -II") can be used. With the help of Eqs. (104) and (3.9) we obtain a term with the asymptotic behavior -(2/rr)I/'f;~.()el"'/(2ikr). According to Eq. (3.2),
this term is -XI/(2i). The rest of 1/;", is proportional to <r!kl i)c' By using Eq. (3.1) we deduce
( 5.3)
It is interesting to replace <rlk 1)0 by <rlq1)0 here, where as before
with Imq > 0 and consider the limit for q-+k. When q*k the integral f~'" is convergent for R-+oo and may be denoted in this case by c<kl-I V C ,Ilq1)". We have been able to obtain the following closed expressions,
Here Q;r is Legendre's function of the second kind, and pi') is Jacobi's polynomial. In the particular case 1 = 0 this expression agrees with Eq. (7) The second term on the right-hand side contains the factor (q -k) -iy and is therefore singular for q-+k. It may be compared with the "correction factor" U) of Ref. 6, Eq. (2) . Note also the similarity with the so-called Coulombian asymptotic state of Ref. 7, Eq. (16) , where the typical factor
This singular term corresponds to that part of the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.3) which contains the (for R -+ 00 ) divergent factor (2kR yr. The other term is continuous for q-+k and this one corresponds just to the "convergent part" of the integral in (5.3). 
where of is the Coulomb-modified phase shift. We proceed in the same way as in the pure Coulomb case, and find that ¢, can again be split up in two parts, ¢I = ¢i 1 ) + IWi, which have different asymptotic behavior. For the first term we get ¢il)(r)--(2/rr)1 /2 e 'kr /(kr) , 1'-+00, /=0,1,2, .... (5.9) Obviously this is the analog of the function XI' Since the right-hand side of(5.9) is independent of I, it follows that the sum of the p.w. series,
For the second term we obtain
The integral f~ is divergent for R-oo. For a short-range potential we obtain for r_ 00 , following the same procedure, Nr)~ -~1Tk <rlkl t><kl-I Vllk t>o = -~1Tk<rlkl t><kIITllk t>o.
(5.14)
In this case the phase shift 15 I is given by <kll Tllkl > = i(1Tk t '(e 2i6 , -1) .
Apparently the p.w. series with the t/Jlof(5.14) will in general not be proportional to the scattering amplitude, for r-00 .
The procedure described above can be repeated for the function t/Jw.l of Sec. 4. That is, we replace <rlk t >0 by a rather arbitrary function w(r) and consider the asymptotic behavior of t/Jw,!..r), see Eq. (4.9). Again we are not able to find a function w for any potential (except for Vd, such that t/Jw(k,r) for r-oo approaches the scattering amplitude times an outgoing spherical wave.
So it seems that the pure Coulomb function t/J, in unique in having the property (5.1). This would mean that the useful property (5.1) of the irregular solution t/J, is merely a coincidence. Therefore, although the regular physical wavefuntion Ib'+)(k,r) for any potential can be expressed as the sum of two irregular solutions t/J'+) = t/Ji + t/J" this splitting seems to be useful only in the pure Coulomb case.
